INTRODUCTION
Operation and application of MS Office(Word、Excel and PowerPoint) software occupies an important position in the computer application basis course of tertiary institutions, and the examination formats and test paper grading methods of this part have also been a hot topic among teachers. Nowadays, generally accepted evaluation mode is on-line test. Because computer application basis course is the public basis course oriented to various majors of school, so the number of course selection is more and the workload of test paper grading is heavy, while using computer program to automatically score the student's answer will, to a large extent, reduce the workload of teachers and improve the accuracy and justice of paper marking [1] .
Currently, most automatic scoring system for document operational test question of MS-Office is basically built on the basis of MS Office 2000 or MS Office 2003, and the technology adopted mainly combine VBA macro language and OLE technology to write object-oriented program to automatically score MS Office operation question [2] . Through study and summary of related technology which can automatically marking the Office document, we find that we mainly use the following three techniques in practice, namely: ① Automatic marking after converting Office documents to RTF documents; ②Using OLE(Object Linking and Embedding) automation application program to realize automatic marking; ③ using VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) technology to realize automatic marking.
Among which, the third technique is currently the most adopted technology in research and implementation of automatic marking system for Office document [3, 4] . This paper proposes a new method in designing automatic scoring system for MS Office operation question, namely on the basis of analyzing Office Open XML document format which is adopted by MS Office2007, comparing the similarity of the content of student's document with the content of standard document to implement automatic marking for MS Office document [5] .
II. THE STRUCTURE OF THE OFFICE OPEN XML FILE

FORMATS
Office Open XML file format is a ZIP file format. Office Open XML format uses some XML reference frameworks and a ZIP container. Each file is made up of some parts set, which defines the document. Document parts are stored in a container file, or stored in a ZIP format package based on the industry-standard. Many parts are used to describe application data, metadata, and user-defined XML data, which are all stored in the container file. Other non-XML parts can also be included in the container package, including the binary file representing pictures in document or embedded in OLE object. In addition, there are relational parts that specify the relationship between parts. Parts make up the contents of the file, while relationship describes how the content is organized together [6] . Figure 1 shows the Office Open XML file format container of 2007 version: logical parts, and each part is made up of separate XML files. Take MS Word2007 as an example, main logical units included by MS Word2007 document are document contents, pictures, graphics, page headers and page footers, comments, format definition, list definition and so on, and each part is composed of XML files, and a series of simple tags in the XML file are combined together to represent the corresponding specific part in the document. Thus by processing the corresponding XML file, we can get the corresponding information in Word2007 document. So we can construct the following algorithm to implement automatic scoring: extract the related node information from XML file of standard answer document and compute node weight; the obtained node data information and the corresponding node weight will be imported into database; the XML file of student's answer documents will be processed according to the algorithm processing the standard answer, and then the obtained information and the information in the database will be carried on matching and scoring [7] . The automatic scoring principle of automatic scoring system for MS Office2007 is shown in Figure 2 . Next, take document.xml file in MS Word2007 document for an example in order to discuss the automatic scoring algorithm in the automatic scoring system for operation question of MS Word2007.
A. Introduction to the Document.xml File Structure
Document. xml file is MS Word2007 document's main document part, which includes the document's primary content (except page headers, page footers, footnotes etc). Document. xml file contains one root node <w:document>, and root node only contains one first-level child node <w:body>. There are <w:p> child node representing paragraph, <w:tbl> child node representing table and <w:sectPr> child node representing page setup under <w:body> node. And the order of arrangement of each node in document.xml file is the same as the display content order of the contents represented by this node in the MS Word2007 document page.
B. Automatic Scoring Algorithm
From the analysis of document.xml document structure, we can view document.xml document as a collection of nodes. Mean while, taking into account the characteristic of the contents of student's answer document consisting of multiple segments, we can use scoring method according to segment when scoring. There are n first-level child nodes below the node <w:body> in the document.xml document, viewing it as a set containing n elements (A i ). We use Sample to represent the document.xml document of standard answer document, then Sample document can be expressed as Sample={A 1 We use Draft to represent the document.xml document of student's answer, viewing Draft document as a set containing m elements(B j ), then Draft document can be expressed as Draft= {B 1 The similarity of two string strA and strB can be defined as:
Among which, strA.length represents the length of string strA, strB.length represents the length of string strB, LD (strA, strB) represents the number of different characters of string strB against string strA, obviously, the value of sim(strA, strB) is between 0 and 1. String strA and strB is completely different when the value of sim(strA, strB) is zero, and string strA and strB is exactly the same when the value of sim(strA, strB) is one. We adopt edit distance algorithm (Levenshtein Distance) when calculating LD(strA, strB) [8, 9] .
Calculating Draft document according to L i , the obtained score sum is:
We realize scoring a XML document part through the above algorithm, and a MS Office2007 document usually consists of multiple XML document parts, so we can calculate score of MS Office 2007 document through the following formula, that is: 
IV. THE REALIZATION METHOD OF AUTOMATIC SCORING SYSTEM
The main function of this system is to realize automatic scoring for document operational questions of MS Office2007. The function mainly contains three subfunctions, namely, automatic scoring for document operational test of Word2007, automatic scoring for document operational test of Excel2007 and automatic scoring for document operational test of PowerPoint2007, which can be divided into three sub modules to implement. Meanwhile, in order to meet system compatible with Office2003 test paper documents, a function module of converting Office2003 test paper document into Office2007 test paper document is added to the system. Each function module is designed to meet the demands of high cohesion and low coupling as far as possible, so that system in subsequent development has better reusability, maintainability, and scalability.
The design of operation flow of this system uses modular flow design, that is, the operation flow of automatic marking contains module one-converting Office2003 documents into Office2007 documents module-and module twoautomatic marking module for test paper document of Office2007. Steps of specific operation flow are as follows:
Step 1: determine whether the document submitted by the student is Office2007 document. If it is not Office2007 document, then proceed to step 2; otherwise, proceed to step 3.
Step 2: Select the corresponding conversion sub-modules from module one, and select the Office2003 documents needed to transform on the local computer, then the selected document will be imported into sub-module, the system will automatically convert the imported document into Office2007 document. The specific operation flow is shown in Figure 3 module one:
Step 3: Select the corresponding marking sub-module from module two, then select the corresponding standard answer document on the local computer and import them into system, next, select and import the student' s answer document, after the student' s answer document preprocessing has been completed, click the marking button in the system, and the preprocessed test paper document will be carried on marking and scoring, and finally export the student 's grade, thus one paper marking has been completed. The specific operation flow is shown in Figure 3 module two： This system selects 2485 word document, 2097 excel document and 1109 PowerPoint document, which are made by students, to carry on testing. The document is divided into Word, Excel, and PowerPoint three types when testing, and each type is divided into 10 sample groups. Using this system to automatically score the documents of sample groups, then comparing the automatic scoring results with manual scoring results, the measured average mistake rate for different type of documents are as follows: Word document is less than 2.9%, Excel document is less than 1.9% and PowerPoint document is less than 1.8%. Here, we extracted 60% of the test samples using simple random sampling method. And the experimental results of comparing automatic scoring with manual scoring are shown in Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 . From the test results can be seen, the design of three automatic scoring modules is reasonable, and the mistake rate of automatic scoring result is low.
When designing the system, we consider the evaluation of document's final result, and we don't need to consider the contents of test paper. Automatic scoring system and questions are separate, so teachers don't need to choose questions according to paper marking system in the process of choosing question. This system mainly realize automatic marking for MS Office2003 and MS Office2007 documents, the intelligent marking technique used by this system in the automatic marking aspect for document operational test question of MS Office can better meet the requirements of automatic marking to answer document submitted by students in the process of computer application basis course examination, so teachers are liberated from the heavy manual marking work.
The research results in this paper have been used in the examination of the Inner Mongolia University, Fundamentals of Computer Application course.
